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 Census content determination framework and schedule

 Immigration questions - issues and testing options

 Place of birth 

 Place of birth of parents

 Immigrant status / year of immigration / 
citizenship / admission category

 Ethno-cultural questions - issues and testing options

 Ethnic origin

 Population group (visible minority)

 Religion

Presentation overview
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Census content determination 
framework dimensions
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Dimension Elements

Census data users’ 
needs

• Strength of census data users' needs 
• Size of population of interest 
• Suitability (and availability) of 

alternative sources
• Comparability over time.

Respondent
considerations

• Burden on Canadians
• Privacy concerns
• Sensitivity of questions / topics.

Operational
considerations

• Cost
• Ability to generate high-quality data
• Operational feasibility.
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Content determination process:   
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Immigration questions – Issues with the 2016 
questions and proposed testing options

Place of birth 
Place of birth of parents

Citizenship
Immigrant status / year of immigration / admission 

category



Place of birth of parents: 
Question on the 2016 Census
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 Terms ‘Father’ and ‘Mother’ are not gender neutral and 
not inclusive of all family types (e.g., same sex couples, 
multiple parents)

Issues with the place of birth of parents question
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Place of birth of parents: 
Testing options for the 2019 Content Test
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 One test version asking whether:
 All of the respondent’s parents were born in Canada

 All of the respondent’s parents were born outside Canada (and 
the country or countries they were born in)

 One parent was born in Canada and one born outside Canada 
(and the country the parent was born in)

 A second test panel with the same format and answer 
categories as the 2016 question, but replacing the terms 
‘Father’ and ‘Mother’ with ‘Parent A’ and ‘Parent B’.



Immigrant status / year of immigration / 
citizenship:

Questions on the 2016 Census
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Immigrant status / year of immigration / 
citizenship:

Questions on the 2016 Census (cont.)
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 Possible misunderstanding of questions by 
respondents
 For example, immigrants who have lived in Canada for many 

years and become Canadian citizens indicating that they have 
never been landed immigrants. 

 Also, immigrants reporting their year of arrival in Canada vs. 
their year of immigration.

 Possible under-reporting of non-Canadian citizenships

Issues with the citizenship, immigrant status, 
and year of immigration questions
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Citizenship / immigrant status / year of 
immigration:
Testing options for the 2019 Content Test
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 Revised citizenship questions – instead of one question 
on citizenship, there would be two.
 The first question asks if the respondent is a Canadian citizen 

by birth, Canadian citizen by naturalization or not a Canadian 
citizen.

 The second question asks if the respondent is a citizen of any 
other countries and, if so, which countries.



Citizenship / immigrant status / year of 
immigration:
Testing options for the 2019 Content Test (cont.)
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 For the first test panel, the questions on immigrant 
status and year of immigration would be removed 
(replaced with administrative data from IRCC).

 The second test panel would look similar to 2016, but 
with additional skips.
 For example, the question on immigrant status would not be 

asked to those people indicating that they are ‘Canadian, by 
birth’ on the first citizenship question.



 Benefits
 Reduced response burden
 Improved data quality
 Potentially able to add new content to the 2021 

Census from the IRCC administrative data

 Challenges
 No records before 1952
 Low linkage rates for immigrants between 1961-

1972
 Comparability with past census results could be 

affected

Benefits and challenges of replacing Census 
questions with administrative data 
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Ethno-cultural questions – Issues with the 2016 
questions and proposed testing options

Ethnic origin
Population group (visible minority)

Religion



Ethnic origin: 
Question on the 2016 Census
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 “Wordiness” of the question (question + definition of an 
ancestor + 28 examples + reason why we ask the 
question) makes the question difficult to read and 
respond to for certain persons. 

 Examples help respondents understand the question, but 
they can also influence their responses.
 Changes in the list of examples can have an effect on comparability 

over time.

Issues with the ethnic origin question
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Ethnic origin: 
Testing options for the 2019 Content Test
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 Removal of text stating that ‘An ancestor is usually 
more distant than a grandparent’ and explaining why 
the question is asked.

 First test panel removes all examples of ethnic or 
cultural origins from the question itself. 
 Instead, the following instruction is included:  “Ancestors may have 

Indigenous origins, or origins that refer to different countries, or 
origins that may not refer to different countries.”

 Examples are replaced with a link to a page with 300-400 different 
examples of ethnic or cultural origins.

 Second test panel has the same approach as the first 
test panel, but includes a few (10) examples of 
different types of origins (Indigenous origins, origins 
referring to countries, origins not referring to 
countries).



Population group (visible minority): 
Question on the 2016 Census
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 Sensitivity of the question and specific wording of some 
of the categories.

Issues with the population group question
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Population group: 
Testing options for the 2019 Content Test
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 Test panel with different question asking the descent 
of the respondent

 Will investigate whether the output from this question can 
be combined with data from other questions (e.g. ethnic 
origin) to re-create the categories used for the 
administration of the Employment Equity Act.



Religion:
Question on the 2011 National Household Survey
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For example, Roman Catholic, United Church, Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Muslim, Presbyterian, Pentecostal, Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, Sikh, Greek Orthodox, etc.



 Similar to ethnic origin, there have been concerns about 
how the examples used in the religion question influence 
responses. 

Issues with the religion question
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Religion: 
Testing options for the 2019 Content Test
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 First test panel removes all examples of denominations 
or religions from the question, replacing the examples 
with a link to a page with around 100-150 different 
examples of denominations or religions.

 Second test panel includes roughly the same examples 
as the 2016 question, while also including a link to a 
page with the 100-150 different examples of 
denominations or religions.



THANK YOU!


